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Getting to know your cards
Video 3:

Every Oracle Card deck has its own personality

Face in each card in WOTO representative of each card having a presiding spirit as  
well as the deck

Allowing your imagination to consider that each card deck has its own presiding spirit 
and personality will allow you to feel how you’re going to relate to that personality

Comes alive when you use the deck

WOTO is a very chatty deck with lots to say

View Oracle Card deck as your friend, a wise being the presides inside the deck that  
has something to offer you

Loving friend, mentor, guide for you to help you stay in alignment with your  
highest good

When we ignite the spark inside of us through working with the Oracle Cards, the  
spark opens up inside the card deck

Start to have your own personal experience of working with the deck that goes  
beyond the guidebook

What is the nature of your commitment?

 #13 Fork in the Road - to make a decision about a direction and help you stay  
 and create a new dialogue for yourself and a new story-in-motion

 WOTO’s commitment to us is to help us make the decision when we come to the  
 fork in the road.

 We’re in a period of transition and we want to know what’s in the highest good for  
 us and WOTO is going to help guide us there.
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What else can you tell me about your commitment to this group?

 #38 To Be Fair - speaks to balance and justice and it serves to create a balance 
 between the linear thinker and the Soul-self, and highlight their relationship as
 well as showing how to work with duality

 Going to help us maintain a balance between the different aspects of our life

What is the nature of your commitment to me?

 #15 Message in a Bottle - it’s going to show you a message from Spirit

How can I serve you best so I gain from your wisdom?

 #39 New Life - We’re all here to birth something new so remain in beginner mind.   
 Trust that you don’t know and be okay with not knowing

 Allow yourself to be teachable and humble

 Realize that we may not have all the answers which is why we’re engaging the deck

How do you love me/us?

 #3 Between Worlds - hold our hand in the in-between, when we’re feeling 
 uncomfortable because we have one foot in our old life and one in the life we desire

 Help us to navigate the grey area of our lives that sometimes makes no sense
 because we’re not where we want to be yet.

How do you protect me?

 #3 Between Worlds - helps us across the chasm and reminds us that we have a 
 companion and are safe. We feel lost when we’re between worlds. WOTO protects
 us by being our constant companion and truthful guide so that we’re safe.

How will you help me prosper?

 #2 Yin - teaching us to be receptive.

 Conscious receptivity and allowing, to be able to see what the Universe has  
 in store for us.
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More information - What does Personal Mastery do for all of us?

 #50 No Place Like Home - we learn to find home in our own skin and we make a 
 new home in Personal Mastery together. WOTO helps bring us home.

Brief 
OVERVIEW
THIS VIDEO HIGHLIGHTED THAT EVERY 
CARD DECK HAS A PERSONALITY  
AND SPIRIT.  
 
The Oracle Card deck is your friend. It talked about how the spark of 
Spirit in you awakens the spark of Spirit in the deck. WOTO is your 
companion.

The video included 8 questions and cards about how we have a 
relationship with WOTO and how it relates to us as a group.
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